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Part 0: Milestone #2 - Related Work



Examples of Good Related Work Pieces

• https://www.embopress.org/doi/pdf/10.15252/msb.20156651 - see 
sections after the Introduction section

• https://www.annualreviews.org/doi/pdf/10.1146/annurev-
biodatasci-020722-125454 - see sections after the Introduction 
section

• https://www.annualreviews.org/doi/pdf/10.1146/annurev-
biodatasci-080917-013343 - see sections with lots of citations 

https://www.embopress.org/doi/pdf/10.15252/msb.20156651
https://www.annualreviews.org/doi/pdf/10.1146/annurev-biodatasci-020722-125454
https://www.annualreviews.org/doi/pdf/10.1146/annurev-biodatasci-020722-125454
https://www.annualreviews.org/doi/pdf/10.1146/annurev-biodatasci-080917-013343
https://www.annualreviews.org/doi/pdf/10.1146/annurev-biodatasci-080917-013343


Important Qualities of a Related Work Section
• Do NOT summarize each article one-by-one without relating them. Only doing this 

will lose you points.
• Instead, find general trends in your topic and group the related papers into themes.
• For example:

• “Some digital educational apps are of a one-size-fits-all nature. For example, LastName1 et al. 
built an educational tool which provides a fixed series of gamified educational experiences [1]. 
Similarly, LastName2 et al. … [2]. Other digital educational apps are adaptive to the learner’s 
skills and trajectory. Some of these adaptive apps use logic and rules to adapt the experience. 
For example, LastName3 et al. … [3]. Other adaptive educational apps use machine learning to 
customize the learner’s experience. For example, LastName4 et al. … [4]. Similarly, LastName5 
et al. … [5].”

• The above is an excellent outline for a Related Work section. In addition to the summary above, 
your Related Work would include a few introductory sentences, a few sentences interspersed 
which discuss the pros and cons of each identified theme, and a final couple of sentences 
describing how your project extends beyond what has been done before.

• Do not summarize the entire paper, but instead only discuss the relevant aspects to 
the topic of your project. You should spend no more than 1 or maybe 2 sentences 
discussing any particular prior paper.



More Important Qualities of a Related Work 
Section

• Demonstrate a clear connection between the reviewed literature 
and your final project.

• Identify gaps or opportunities for further exploration based on the 
reviewed literature.

• Identify strengths and weaknesses of prior themes.

• This assignment is only half a page. Focus on conciseness of writing 
where all your ideas fit in half a page, rather than verbose writing 
that doesn’t say anything.



Part 1: Recruitment



Questions to Consider

• How many people to recruit? 

• Where should you recruit from?

• What type of people should you recruit?

• What conclusions can you draw based on the recruited population?



How Many to Recruit

• Use a power calculation

• Inputs:
• Probability of false positive (alpha)
• Probability of false negative (beta)
• Estimated mean for group 1
• Estimated mean for group 2

• Output: sample size required 



How Many to Recruit

Example: 
https://clincalc.com/stats/samplesize.aspx 

https://clincalc.com/stats/samplesize.aspx


Where to Recruit From
• Social Media Posts

• Targeted Advertising

• Email Lists

• Extra Credit in a Class

• Flyers Posted on Campus

• ...Where else?



Where to Recruit From
• Social Media Posts

• Targeted Advertising

• Email Lists

• Extra Credit in a Class

• Flyers Posted on Campus

• ...Where else?

What are pros and cons of each?



What Type of People to Recruit

• Ensure that people’s attributes are equal across groups 

• Ensure that you can draw the conclusions you want from 
your study population



Drawing Conclusions Based on Population



Words of Wisdom from Industry



Part 2: Data Collection



Questions to Consider

• What type of data to collect?
• Where should collected data be stored?
• How will data be collected?
• Who is collecting the data?
• How to ensure consistency during the collection process?
• How to ensure privacy during the collection process?



Types of Data to Collect



Types of Data to Collect



Types of Data to Collect



Types of Data to Collect



Data Storage



Data Collection Procedures



Data Collection Consistency



Data Collection Privacy
HIPAA: Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (1996)



Data Collection Privacy
HIPAA: Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (1996)


